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ABSTRACT
Ripple acts as a real-time settlement and payment system to connect banks and payment providers. As the
consensus support of the Ripple network to ensure network consistency, Ripple consensus protocol has been
widely concerned in recent years. Compared with those Byzantine fault tolerant protocols, Ripple has a significant
difference that the system can reach an agreement under decentralized trust model. However, Ripple has many
problems both in theory and practice, which are mentioned in the previous researches. This paper presents Ripple+,
an improved scheme of Ripple consensus protocol, which improves Ripple from three aspects: (1) Ripple+ employs
a specific trust model and a corresponding guideline for Unique Node List selection, which makes it easy to deploy
in practice to meet the safety and liveness condition; (2) the primary and view change mechanism are joined to solve
the problem discussed by the previous research that Ripple may lose liveness in some extreme scenarios; (3) we
remove the strong synchrony clock and timeout during consensus periods to make it suitable for weak synchrony
assumption. We implemented a prototype of Ripple+ and conducted experiments to show that Ripple+ can achieve
the throughput of tens of thousands of transactions per second with no more than half a minute latency, and the
view change mechanism hardly incurs additional cost.
KEYWORDS
Ripple; consensus; decentralized trust; byzantine fault tolerant protocol

1 Introduction
As one of the most famous blockchain projects, Ripple plays the role of the bridge among different currencies. It is an Internet transaction protocol which allows people to pay in any currency.
Its XRP token was ranked seventh in market capitalization in March 2021. The Ripple network
adopts the Ripple consensus protocol as its underlying consensus support to prevent doublespending and ensure the consistency of the network. Unlike proof-of-series consensus adopted
in other digital cryptocurrency (such as PoW in Bitcoin [1]), the Ripple consensus protocol is
a Byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) protocol with decentralized trust property, which means that
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each node in the network chooses a subset (i.e., Unique Node List or UNL in the Ripple) of all
nodes and reaches an agreement only based on the proposals from its UNL regardless of other
proposals. Compared with other BFT protocols with centralized trust (e.g., PBFT [2]), the Ripple
consensus protocol is more flexible to apply in a diversifying trusted network. The UNL design
ensures that the Ripple consensus protocol can be proved to be secure when each pair of nodes
has sufficient UNL overlap [3,4].
However, the safety and the liveness of the Ripple consensus protocol is still controversial,
because it’s more complicated to reach an agreement in decentralized trust model with Byzantine
faults. As described in the original whitepaper [5], assuming that a node requires a minimum
percentage of 80% of its UNL (i.e., a quorum) agreeing on a transaction to reach an agreement,
two nodes cannot validate conflicting ledgers if their UNL overlap exceeds 20% maximum size
of their respective UNLs. The subsequent researches [3,4] show that 20% UNL overlap is not
enough. A more accurate UNL overlap is 60% of the average size of two UNLs for safety, while
this increases to 90% in the case of extreme network degradation. The conclusion is proved to
be correct, while we consider that it is hard to satisfy in reality, especially in a permissionless
blockchain with no guideline for UNL selection. Although the recommended trust model in the
current Ripple network allows all nodes to trust a single UNL consisting of five nodes [4],
we consider that it is not flexible and scalable enough. We design a specific trust model and a
corresponding guideline for UNL selection to solve it, and our guideline is proved to satisfy the
UNL overlap in [4].
The liveness of the Ripple consensus protocol is another controversial point, which was first
analyzed in [4]. However, in the later research [6], the author describes an extreme scenario that
the system will get stuck even if only one Byzantine node sends contradictory transactions to
different nodes, while we think it is possible in reality. Thus, the liveness cannot be ensured in
the Ripple consensus protocol. We refer to the view change mechanism in [2,7] to ensure that the
system will not get stuck when similar scenarios appear.
Another disadvantage of the Ripple consensus protocol is that it relies on the synchrony
timing assumption. It needs a global heartbeat timer to proceed and enter the next phase during
consensus, which is shown in their open source code. This contrasts with other BFT protocols, like
weak synchrony assumption in PBFT [2] and asynchrony assumption in HoneyBadgerBFT [8]. It
is unrealistic that all nodes have a synchronous clock and the messages can be delivered within
a timeout because of the randomness of the network delay. We consider it as an aspect to be
improved.
This paper proposes Ripple+, an improved scheme of the Ripple consensus protocol in three
aspects:
• Deployability: Ripple+ employs a core set, just like the single agreed-upon UNL in [4], in
which core nodes trust each other and select the core set as its UNL. The core set size is uncertain
and should be pre-configured. The core set reflects the state of the current network, and the
nodes in it are relatively reliable, while Byzantine faults may still occur following the assumption
in Ripple that there are at most 20% Byzantine nodes in the UNL. Other nodes in the system
that do not belong to the core set are called leaf nodes, which choose a subset of the core set and
itself as its UNL. Leaf nodes can join and exit the network freely without affecting the consensus.
We solve the problem that Ripple is hard to deploy in reality to meet the safety condition in this
way. The minimum core set size and the minimum number of the core nodes trusted by the leaf
nodes are given in Section 5 for safety. Although the deployment of the Ripple project in reality
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has similar ideas with us to ensure the UNL overlap for safety, we consider that Ripple+ is more
flexible and scalable than Ripple for leaf nodes have the right to choose which core nodes to trust
to a certain extent instead of the whole core set.
Our trust model, in addition to solving the problem of deployability, is also reasonable. Node
diversity is common in reality. Similar to other permissionless blockchain projects, in which some
super nodes take more responsibilities for the blockchain network, these nodes may have higher
power in the role of reality, or they may have more computing power and bandwidth in the
network. Thus, they are more suitable to be the core node of the network to take on more tasks
in terms of power, resources and reliability. For example, among the banks that access current
Ripple to realize a high-performance global payments business, a few strong banks should be
selected as the core nodes and others play the role of the leaf nodes.
• Liveness: Amores-Sesar et al. [6] has proved that the core set itself may lose liveness when
only one Byzantine node gossips contradictory input transactions in the open phase. To deal with
this issue, Ripple+ selects one core node as the primary at any time. The primary is responsible for
receiving the transactions from the clients in the open phase, wrapping and gossiping them, while
other nodes are not allowed to gossip transactions in the open phase. When there are some valid
transactions that still have not been committed to the ledger after a period of time, a timeout will
be triggered and the view change will be carried out. The primary will be changed to the node
in the next position of the core set. Due to the assumption that there are at most 20% Byzantine
nodes in the UNL, the system can recover after a certain duration.
• Timing Assumption: The synchrony assumption in the original Ripple consensus protocol
makes it hard to apply in the realistic Internet environment. The synchronous clocks or timeouts
are used mainly in the open phase and the establish phase in Ripple. While in Ripple+, the
primary wraps all transactions from the clients and gossips them in the open phase, thus there
is no need to wait for a certain period before entering the next phase and the nodes start
the establish phase once they receive the message from the primary. In the establish phase, we
change the conditions of moving into the next iteration round. Specifically, when the node receives
messages from over 80% of nodes in its UNL, it calculates the next round proposal based on the
messages received from the previous rounds and enters the next round.
We implemented a prototype of Ripple+ with Go language and conducted simulation experiments on a single server to evaluate its performance, in terms of latency, throughput and cost
of view change mechanism. On the basis of the experimental results, Ripple+ can achieve a peak
throughput of over 10,000 tx/s with about two seconds latency when the core set size is set to
10. While the peak throughput decreases to 2,500 tx/s and the latency increases to 5 s when the
core set size increases to 20. As the core set size continues to grow, the latency increases rapidly.
Compared with 20 core set size, the latency is approximately six times that of the original when
the core set size is doubled. In addition, the cost of view change is only about one hundredth of
the consensus latency, which implies that the view change mechanism will not affect the efficiency
of Ripple+ seriously. The above experimental results indicate that Ripple+ is suitable to be the
consensus support of permissionless blockchain in terms of both latency and throughput.
2 Related Work
2.1 Consensus with Decentralized Trust
Researches on the Byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) protocol have been going on for nearly
40 years since Lamport et al. [9,10] pioneer works. In 1999, Castro et al. proposed the famous
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PBFT [2], the first BFT protocol with O(n2 ) communication complexity, which needs 3f + 1 nodes
to tolerate f Byzantine nodes. PBFT and its following researches are suitable for permissioned
blockchain and centralized trust scenarios, while here we pay more attention to how to reach an
agreement under the decentralized trust model in this paper. Cachin [11] analyzes the relations
between the decentralized trust and the centralized trust, and introduces an asymmetric Byzantine
quorum system, which is a generalization of Byzantine quorum systems with a global trust
assumption, to model the decentralized trust protocols. Bracciali et al. [12] analyzes the influence
of the peers on each other in trust networks, and comes to the conclusion that the consensus
protocols based on Ripple cannot realize full decentralization.
For specific consensus protocol under the decentralized trust model other than Ripple,
Stellar [13] is another well-known one, which allows nodes to select their quorum slices and
generate quorums according to all nodes’ slices. The system can reach an agreement based on
these quorums if the quorum intersection is satisfied. Cobalt [14] can be regarded as an evolution
of Ripple. It relies on a novel atomic broadcast algorithm to reach an agreement in an asynchrony
network, and can reduce the UNL overlap from 90% to 60% for safety.
2.2 The Ripple Consensus Protocol
The Ripple consensus protocol runs in a permissionless blockchain. Each node in the Ripple
network maintains the same ledger and connects with each other via the gossip network. A set of
clients update the ledger by submitting transactions to the gossip network. Decentralized trust is a
distinctive feature of Ripple. For a node Ni , the network can be divided into two parts, trusted or
non-trusted. All Ni ’s trusted nodes form its UNL. The UNL represents a subset of the network
which Ni considers will not collude to defraud, even though there still exist a few Byzantine nodes
in the UNL. Ripple assumes a quorum of the UNL which specifies the minimum number of
nodes that Ni needs to hear from to make a decision. Ripple sets the quorum threshold to 80% of
its UNL size, and at most 20% of its UNL may be Byzantine nodes. Ni can reach an agreement
with its UNL by message passing in the gossip network, as long as Ni is assumed to have a
reliable channel with any correct node in its UNL. Furthermore, the Ripple network is guaranteed
to be secure by limiting the choice of the UNL selection.
Roughly speaking, the protocol consists of three phases:
(1) Open phase: The clients submit transactions to all nodes via the gossip network, then all
nodes get the submission and update their candidate set. The open phase ends after a
certain period.
(2) Establish phase: The nodes attempt to agree on a set of transactions based on the prior
ledger at a regular interval. Each node proposes the transactions in the candidate set as
well as their current ledger state as their initial proposal. The nodes only consider the
messages received from their UNL that update based on the identical ledger. All nodes
propose to each other iteratively in several synchronous rounds, and the transactions whose
support rate reaches the threshold in this round will be proposed in the next round,
until a quorum of the UNL has the same proposals with its own. In the current Ripple
implementation, the threshold goes 0.5 → 0.65 → 0.7 → 0.95 as the round increases. The
transactions obtained through several rounds’ iteration will be applied to the current ledger
to generate a last closed ledger.
(3) Accepted phase: The nodes validate the last closed ledger by gossiping the last closed ledger
state via a validation message. Once a node finds that there is a quorum of its UNL with
an identical last closed ledger state, the ledger will become a fully validated ledger.
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Before starting the establish phase, the nodes will perform the preferred branch algorithm in
advance to ensure that there are enough correct nodes working on the identical ledger, otherwise
the system may get stuck. The nodes maintain the ledger states of all nodes in its UNL, and
update the states according to the validation messages. The nodes construct an ancestor tree
according to the ledger sequence and the dependency relationship, and calculate the support count
of each ledger in the tree (i.e., the number of the ledgers in the same branch with it, including
itself). Then, starting from the root L, the nodes select the child M with the highest support
count, and judge whether the support count of M is still the highest when all ledgers with the
sequence less than M select any other child. If so, the algorithm recursively calls with M as the
root. Otherwise, L is the preferred ledger. In addition, if the output preferred ledger is the ancestor
of the node’s current ledger, the node treats its current ledger as the preferred ledger.
In [5], the safety was first analyzed that the UNL overlap of any pair of nodes should
exceed 20% maximum size of their respective UNLs assuming a quorum of 80%. While a later
research [3] states that the UNL overlap should increase to 40% for safety. In [4], the correct
condition is given that the UNL overlap should be over 60% of the average size of two UNLs.
This paper also points out that this number will increase to 90% in the case of extreme network
degradation. In [6], the author describes a simple scenario, in which Ripple violates the safety as
a Byzantine node in the UNL overlap sends inconsistent messages. However, we have proved that
the scenario does not meet the safety condition in [4], which is shown in Appendix B.
The liveness of the Ripple consensus protocol is analyzed in [4] based on a single agreed-upon
UNL X (i.e., the core set in this paper), in which the UNL of each node in X is X itself. The
author assumes that X cannot lose liveness and proves that how other nodes in the network can
keep liveness. However, in [6], the author describes an extreme scenario that the single agreed-upon
UNL X itself gets stuck when a Byzantine node in X sends contradictory transactions to different
nodes in the open phase and no other input transactions are sent. Then, no transaction gets over
50% support rate in the first round in the establish phase, thus the consensus will get stuck. We
consider that it is not likely in reality, but we have to face it.
Some other related researches elaborate and improve Ripple in different aspects. Mauri
et al. [15] gives proof from the view that the quorum size is unknown. It shows that the safety
and liveness tolerances, the quorum size and the UNL overlap are strictly correlated, thus Ripple
can adjust these parameters dynamically to cater to specific application scenarios. Christodoulou
et al. [16] gets a similar result through the experimental observation of Ripple, that the centralization degree of the network can be relaxed (i.e., reduce the UNL overlap) to make it more efficient
when there are few Byzantine nodes. Mundhra et al. [17] improves Ripple from information
propagation mechanism to obtain efficient information propagation by adding Trustee Node List
(TNL), and makes corresponding improvements to the Ripple consensus protocol.
3 System Model
Most of our assumptions are based on Ripple. Specifically, Ripple+ runs in an open system
with Byzantine faults. Each node in the network maintains a UNL, which is a set of nodes that
it trusts. The node makes decisions only depending on the proposals of its UNL. The network
contains a relatively reliable set of nodes, which we call the core set, and the nodes in the core
set are called core nodes. All core nodes trust each other and select the core set itself as its UNL.
The core set is the basis to ensure safety and liveness. One of the core nodes is chosen to be the
primary at any time, which is responsible for receiving the transactions submitted by the clients
and gossiping them to all nodes. The primary will be changed to the node in the next position in
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the core set when a timeout occurs. It can help us to ensure liveness even if the scenario described
in [6] happens. The nodes that do not belong to the core set are called leaf nodes, which choose
itself and a subset of the core set as its UNL. The leaf nodes can join and exit the network freely.
We follow the Ripple’s quorum assumption that a quorum is set to 80% of its UNL size and at
most 20% nodes of its UNL are Byzantine nodes.
Two kinds of ledgers are maintained by all nodes in the system. The last closed ledger is the
most recent ledger that records the latest ratified transactions by a consensus period, while the
fully validated ledger is the validation result of the updated last closed ledger. The fully validated
ledger represents the state of the current work. In normal cases, two correct nodes will commit
the same totally ordered transactions to the ledgers with an identical ledger state, thus generating
the identical new ledger. The ledger may be forked due to possible faults and network delays.
When it occurs, the node will check and switch to the preferred ledger.
We assume that all core nodes and their addresses are public to the whole network, which
means that each pair of correct core nodes is connected by a reliable authenticated point-to-point
channel to ensure that the messages can be delivered correctly. Therefore, we use “broadcast” when
the messages are propagated only in the core set (this only occurs in the view change mechanism
in Ripple+). By contrast, the leaf nodes are unknown to the whole network, thus the core nodes
communicate with the leaf nodes via a gossip network. We use “gossip” in this case to differ
from “broadcast” in the following paper. The leaf node can join the gossip network by informing
several core nodes of its address.
Compared with the strong synchronous clocks in Ripple, Ripple+ only relies on the weak
synchrony assumption, which implies that the delay bound is time varying, but does not grow
faster than a polynomial function of time indefinitely. We consider it as a timing assumption
which is more suitable for the real Internet environment. However, the timeout is adopted in
Ripple+ when view change is carried out, as we cannot violate the FLP impossibility [18]. View
change is not frequent in Ripple+, and it incurs little extra cost according to our experiments,
thus it is acceptable.
4 The Ripple+ Protocol
4.1 Overview
As shown in Fig. 1, the system contains several core nodes and leaf nodes. The arrows in
Fig. 1 represent the trust relationship, which points from the node to the node it trusts. One
of the core nodes is the primary (The blue node in Fig. 1). Each node should pre-configure its
UNL, initial view number, the secret keys as well as the neighbors in the gossip network. Then,
it initializes the last closed ledger and the fully validated ledger before starting consensus. A new
node can join in the network by adding its address to other nodes’ neighbor list and selecting its
own UNL.
A consensus period begins when the clients submit the transactions and ends when the
transactions are committed to the fully validated ledger. In normal cases, a consensus period
composes of four phases:
(1) Submit phase: The clients submit their transactions to the primary, which then receives,
checks, wraps and sends these transactions via the gossip network to start a new consensus
period.
(2) Open phase: When a node receives the transactions from the primary, it generates its initial
proposal and gossips it to start iterations.
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(3) Establish phase: The transactions are proposed iteratively among all nodes in several
rounds, until there is a transaction set that a quorum of the UNL agrees on. Then the
transaction set will be committed to the last closed ledger, and a validation message of the
updated last closed ledger state will be gossiped.
(4) Accepted phase: When there is a quorum of the UNL that agrees on the identical last
closed ledger, the update will be applied to the fully validated ledger.
When a timeout occurs, which means that there are some valid transactions that have not
been committed for a period of time, a view change will be carried out and the primary will be
changed to the node in the next position in the core set. Assuming that at most 20% of the core
nodes are Byzantine nodes, the scenario in [6] will not happen and the liveness can be guaranteed.

Figure 1: An example of the trust model. The system contains a core set of {N0 , N1 , N2 , N3 , N4 ,
N5 }. The leaf node N6 ’s UNL is {N0 , N1 , N3 , N4 , N5 , N6 } and the leaf node N7 ’s UNL is {N0 ,
N1 , N2 , N3 , N4 , N7 }
4.2 Normal Cases in Ripple+
In this section, we elaborate each phase of Ripple+ in normal cases, the pseudocode is
presented in Appendix A.
4.2.1 Submit Phase
In the original Ripple, the clients send transactions to all nodes via the gossip network to
let as many nodes as possible receive these transactions. The clients do not know exactly who
will propose for the transactions they submit, and the nodes do not know exactly how many
transactions are submitted. The nodes enter the next phase only after a duration, which is related
to the duration of the previous consensus period. Ripple+ introduces a primary to receive the
clients’ submissions and determine when to enter the next phase. The primary is chosen from the
core set in turn according to the current view number, and its identity is public to all clients
and nodes for verification. In the submit phase, the clients only submit their transactions to the
primary. The submissions will be forwarded to the primary if other nodes receive them. When the
primary considers that it has received enough transactions, it wraps the transactions into a batch
and sends them via the gossip network.
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4.2.2 Open Phase
When the node receives a gossip message including a list of transactions from the primary, it
will start a new consensus period. Firstly, the node initializes its state, including the round number
and the proposals of its UNL maintained by its own. Then it checks whether it works on the
preferred ledger according to the recent validation messages of the nodes in UNL stored locally.
If not, it will switch to it. After that, it generates its initial proposal based on the transactions
received from the primary as well as its current last closed ledger state, then gossips it.
4.2.3 Establish Phase
The establish phase can be divided into several rounds. In each round, the node receives the
proposals from its UNL continuously and maintains their proposal states. When the node has
received proposals from a quorum of its UNL in this round, it counts votes for all transactions
based on the latest proposal of all nodes in the UNL. The transactions whose support rate exceeds
the threshold in this round will be proposed in the next round. This differs from the original
Ripple that the latter carries out a vote count only after a predetermined time interval, which
means that the process in this phase is synchronous. After the node gossips the new proposal, it
will check whether it has reached an agreement with the nodes in its UNL. If there is a quorum
of UNL who proposes the identical transaction list with the node and they all state that they are
working on an identical ledger, then the node considers that the agreement has been reached and
it will commit these transactions to the last closed ledger. After updating the ledger, the node will
gossip a validation message containing the state of the updated last closed ledger and enter the
accepted phase.
4.2.4 Accepted Phase
The node maintains the validation states of all nodes in its UNL locally based on the latest
validation messages it receives. When a ledger is supported by a quorum of the UNL, the fully
validated ledger will be updated to this ledger. Note that even if there is not an agreed-upon
ledger, the consensus will not get stuck. The reason is that the accepted phase is parallel to other
phases. When the preferred ledger check is carried out in the open phase of the next consensus
period, all correct nodes will switch to the same branch based on the validation states maintained
locally and reach an agreement in the next consensus period.
4.3 View Change in Ripple+
As described above, we introduce the primary to avoid the possible scenarios occurred in [6]
that the system may lose liveness. However, the primary failure will cause the system to face
additional issues. For example, the primary may behave negatively, that is, it intentionally wraps
few transactions into a batch in the submit phase to reduce throughput. The primary may
also wrap transactions selectively to block a single transaction from being committed, which is
considered to lose “fairness” in [19]. We deal with these cases by the view change mechanism.
View change is led by the core set, while the new view will apply to the whole network. We set
a timer at each core node and catch timeout exception to determine when to start a view change
with the help of the clients. Under normal conditions, only the primary can receive requests from
clients. When other core nodes receive a message from a client containing some valid transactions
which have not been committed, it starts a timer and forwards the message to the primary. The
core node stops the timer when these valid transactions are committed, but restarts it when other
valid transactions are received from the clients. If the timer expires, view change will be executed.
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The process of the view change is shown in Fig. 2, and the pseudocode is presented in
Appendix A. When a core node catches a timeout exception, it stops receiving messages in the
open phase and the establish phase, then broadcasts a ViewChange message in the core set containing its last closed ledger state as well as all transactions found but have not been committed.
When a core node receives ViewChange messages from over 20% of core nodes and it has never
broadcasted a ViewChange message, it also stops receiving messages and broadcasts a ViewChange
message.

Figure 2: An example of the view change mechanism: (a) N5 detects timeout firstly; (b) All core
nodes detect timeout; (c) N1 starts a new view; (d) All nodes change the view
When the core node in the next position of the core set receives the ViewChange messages
with the identical view number from a quorum of the core set, it gossips a NewView message
to the whole network. A NewView message contains three parts: (1) A ledger state which is
the preferred ledger of all ledgers in the ViewChange messages; (2) all transactions found in the
ViewChange messages but have not been committed to the preferred ledger; (3) all ViewChange
messages with signature it has collected. When a node receives a NewView message, it verifies the
message by signature, then adds all transactions in the message to its candidate set, and switches
its last closed ledger to the preferred ledger. After that, the node gossips a NewViewAck message.
When the node receives NewViewAck messages with the identical view number from a quorum of
its UNL, the view change finishes and the node gets ready to enter a new consensus period.
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5 Analysis
Assuming that the system contains x core nodes, any leaf node chooses a out of x as well as
itself as its UNL, and the number of the leaf nodes is uncertain. The quorum size is set to 80%
of the UNL, and Byzantine nodes account for at most 20% of the UNL for any node. We will
analyze how Ripple+ can ensure safety and liveness under our assumptions. Our proof is mostly
based on the conclusion of [4].
5.1 Safety
According to Proposition 4 in [4], the system can ensure safety if and only if
Oi, j > (ni − qi ) + (nj − qj ) + ti, j

(1)

for any two nodes Ni and Nj . The variables ni , nj , qi and qj represent their UNL sizes and the
quorum sizes, respectively. Oi, j is the number of the nodes in the intersection of UNLi and UNLj
and ti, j is the maximum number of Byzantine nodes in the intersection. It is obvious that the
core set satisfies Eq. (1) because any pair of core nodes has 100% UNL overlap. Thus, we only
discuss the safety of the leaf nodes here. For a leaf node Ni , ni and qi has the following values:
ni = a + 1

(2)

qi = 0.8ni = 0.8(a + 1).

(3)

Any pair of leaf nodes Ni and Nj has a UNL overlap as all leaf nodes choose a out of x
core nodes from the core set, and the size of overlap has a minimum value, i.e.,
Oi, j > 2a − x.

(4)

Apparently, ti,j cannot exceed the number of the Byzantine nodes in UNLi and UNLj , i.e.,
ti, j ≤ min(ti , tj ) ≤ 0.2(a + 1).

(5)

An additional restriction is
a≤x

(6)

for we need to choose a trusted nodes from x core nodes. Thus, we can obtain the range of a
and x based on Eqs. (1)–(6):
2a − x > 0.6(a + 1) → a >
3
5x + 3
<x→x> .
7
2

5x + 3
7

(7)
(8)

In [4], a significantly degraded network in which a node may drop out of the network during a
consensus period is also considered. This may cause the inconsistency of the network. The author
provides the condition in the Theorem 8 that the protocol can ensure safety in this case:
Oi, j > (ni − qi ) + nj /2 + ti, j

(9)
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Again, the range of a and x can be obtained in this case according to the similar analysis
above:
2a − x > 0.9(a + 1) → a >

10x + 9
11

10x + 9
< x → x > 9.
11

(10)
(11)

5.2 Liveness
In [4], the author proves the liveness of the leaf node based on a single agreed-upon set (i.e.,
the core set in Ripple+) under the assumption that the core set itself will not get stuck, while
it turns out that the assumption is not always true in the later research [6]. Ripple+ has solved
this problem by introducing the primary and the view change mechanism. Specifically, when a
Byzantine core node sends inconsistent transactions in the open phase, leading to no transaction
being committed for a duration, a timeout will be triggered. Then the view change is carried out,
and the primary will be changed to the node in the next position of the core set. Under the
assumption that there are at most 20% Byzantine nodes in the core set, a correct core node will
become the primary after 0.2x + 1 views at most. Thus, the core set will not get stuck.
According to Lemma 10 in [4], the leaf node cannot get stuck when the number of the core
nodes it chooses as a part of its UNL is no less than a quorum of its UNL. Thus, the liveness
of the leaf node can be ensured in Ripple+ when
a ≥ 0.8(a + 1) → a ≥ 4

(12)

6 Implementation and Evaluation
6.1 Experiment Setup
We implemented a prototype of Ripple+ with Go and simulated several nodes on a single
server, in which each node runs in an isolated goroutine. The nodes communicate with each other
in HTTP POST manner and the communication delay is negligible. We use SHA256 as hash
algorithm and ECDSA as digital signature algorithm for message authentication. Public/private
key pairs are generated for each node in advance. All global parameters, such as the member of
the core set, the quorum size and the threshold of each round, are pre-configured. In addition,
we also simulate clients to submit transactions to the primary repeatedly, which then wraps the
transactions into a batch and gossips it to all nodes to start a new consensus period. The batch
size and the core set size are controlled to analyze the performance of Ripple+ under different
conditions.
We take the ledger state of the core set to represent the whole network state. A consensus
period finishes when a quorum of the core set updates their fully validated ledgers, while leaf
nodes are omitted in our experiments as the messages from the leaf nodes will be ignored by all
core nodes in our trust model. In our experiment, the number of the Byzantine nodes does not
exceed 20% of each node’s UNL size.
We analyze the performance of Ripple+ both in the ideal case and in the common case.
Ideally, all nodes will take all the transactions received from the primary as the initial proposal
in the establish phase, thus only one iteration is required to reach an agreement on the condition
that the primary does not send inconsistent messages in the open phase. While in the common
case, the initial proposal may only contain a subset of all transactions received from the primary
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in the open phase, causing the nodes to have different initial proposals. Thus, the establish phase
will last several rounds. This is similar to the original Ripple, because multiple clients submit
transactions via the gossip network and each node is not guaranteed to receive all transactions.
We will compare the performance of Ripple+ in both cases.
6.2 Experiment Evaluation
Two metrics are employed to analyze the performance of Ripple+: (1) latency, the time
interval between the time the client submits transactions and when the fully validated ledgers are
updated by a quorum of the core set. In our experiments, we also measure the latency of the
establish phase and the validate phase respectively for further analysis. The submit phase and the
open phase are omitted because the latency of these two phases is negligible in total latency;
(2) throughput, the number of the transactions committed to the fully validated ledger per unit of
time. We control the core set size and the batch size to obtain the maximum throughput of the
corresponding conditions.
6.2.1 Latency
We set the batch size to 100, then measured the average latency of a single consensus period.
Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the average latency and the core set size. A discovery is that
the latency increases exponentially with the core set size due to all-to-all communications among
all core nodes. Another predictable discovery is that the latency in the ideal case has an advantage
compared with the common case because the latter requires more rounds to reach an agreement
in the establish phase. It can be found from the figure that the latency in the common case is
approximately twice than that in the ideal case under the same conditions.

Figure 3: Latency under different core set sizes
The average latency of the establish phase and the validate phase per consensus period are
further analyzed in Fig. 4. From the figure, we can see that the establish phase takes up most
consensus period, and the latency of this phase increases more obviously compared with the
validate phase with the growth of the core set size. Moreover, the latency of the establish phase
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in the ideal case is much greater than that in the common case, while it takes almost the same
time in these two cases in the validate phase.

Figure 4: Latency comparison between the establish phase and the validate phase
6.2.2 Throughput
Fig. 5 shows the throughput under different batch sizes and core set sizes. We can see that the
throughput increases rapidly with the batch size when the batch size is small. As the batch size
increases, the throughput growth gradually slows down, and finally reaches a peak. The protocol
which runs in the ideal cases has a higher throughput than that in the common cases due to fewer
iterations in the establish phase. In addition, the throughput is greatly affected by the core set
size. Specifically, the throughput approaches to 13,000 tx/s in the ideal case and 11,000 tx/s in the
common case when there are 10 core nodes, while only approaches to 3,100 tx/s in the ideal case
and 2,500 tx/s in the common case at 20 core set size.

Figure 5: Throughput under different batch sizes and core set sizes
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6.2.3 View Change
The cost of view change under different core set sizes is shown in Fig. 6, in which the
maximum, minimum and average costs are marked after repeated measurements. Similar to the
consensus latency, the cost of view change increases exponentially with the core set size. However,
the consensus latency is hundreds of times of the cost of view change under the same core set size,
which means that the view change mechanism incurs little extra cost to the protocol. In addition,
the cost of view change is relatively stable under repeated measurements. Thus, we consider that
the view change mechanism improves the liveness of Ripple effectively.

Figure 6: View change latency in different core set sizes
7 Conclusion
We present Ripple+, improving Ripple from deployability, liveness and timing assumption. It
makes Ripple+ easy to deploy that Ripple+ introduces the core set and the guidelines for specifying the UNL choice. It has been proved that our guidelines meet the safety condition. Ripple+
evades the scenario that the system may get stuck by introducing a primary and view change
mechanism. The method has been proved to be effective both theoretically and experimentally.
In addition, the synchronous clocks and the timeouts are removed in the open phase and the
establish phase to make Ripple+ fit for a weak synchrony network. Our experimental results show
that Ripple+ is suitable to be consensus support of permissionless blockchain, in terms of both
latency and throughput.
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Appendix A. Pseudocode
In this appendix, we provide pseudocode for both normal cases and view change in Ripple+
described in Section 4. The concept of the variables and the functions are defined as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UNLi , the unique node list of Ni .
Statei , the state of Ni , possible value is open, establish, viewchange, newview.
Viewi , the current view number of Ni .
CandidateSeti , the transactions that Ni finds but has not committed to the ledger yet.
LCLi , the last closed ledger maintained by Ni .
FVLi , the fully validated ledger maintained by Ni .
Ri , the current round number of Ni during a consensus period.
Propsi , the proposals received from the UNLi maintained by Ni during a consensus period.
Valsi , the validate states of all nodes in the UNLi maintained by Ni .
ViewChangesi , the view change messages received from the UNLi maintained by Ni during
a view change period.
NewViewAcksi , the new view messages received from the UNLi maintained by Ni during a
view change period.
PreferredLedger( ), get preferred ledger based on Valsi .
HasVoted( ), judge whether a quorum of the UNLi has voted in the current round.
TxSupport( ), calculate the proposal of next round based on Propsi and threshold.
CheckConsensus( ), check whether a quorum of the UNLi has the same proposal based on
Propsi .
ApplyTxs( ), apply transactions to the ledger.
LedgerSupport( ), check whether a quorum of the UNLi has the same ledger state based
on Valsi .
GetPrimary( ), get the primary corresponding to the view number.
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Appendix B. A Contradiction Proof of Safety Violation Described in [6]
In [6], the author describes a generalized attack scenario with 2n + f total nodes, of which
f are Byzantine nodes. Each node has a UNL containing n + ñ + f nodes and the UNL overlap
contains 2ñ correct nodes as well as f Byzantine nodes. The author proposes a theorem that the
system may violate safety if
n+f
≥ 0.8 → f ≥ 4ñ − n.
n + ñ + f

(13)

Under the assumption that the Byzantine nodes are no more than 20% of the total nodes of
the UNL, we have the following condition in this scenario:
n + ñ
f
≤ 0.2 → f ≤
.
n + ñ + f
4

(14)

Thus, we can obtain the range of n and f based on Eqs. (13) and (14):
4ñ − n ≤ f ≤

n + ñ
.
4

3ñ ≤ n ≤ 4ñ.

(15)
(16)

Now we discuss the range of their UNL overlap ω under the condition Eqs. (15) and (16).
In [6]’s scenario, the UNL overlap ω can be denoted as
ω=

2ñ + f
n − ñ
=1−
.
n + ñ + f
n + ñ + f

(17)

We can discover from Eq. (17) that ω increases with the increase of f . Given the range of f
shown in Eq. (15), we can further obtain
9ñ + n
6ñ − n
≤ω≤
.
5ñ
5ñ + 5n

(18)

Again, given the range of n shown in Eq. (16), we can get the exact range of ω:
3
2
≤ω≤ .
5
5

(19)

However, the conclusion in [4] is that the UNL overlap must be over 60% for safety, which is
contradictory to Eq. (19). Thus, the scenario described in [6] does not satisfy the safety condition
given in [4].

